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SUMMARY

The concept of sustainable development entered into in our life of day with day. Preserving a clean environment for the next generations, the accordingly managing of funds which dispose, enforced for the past decays strategists for these touch aims.

The developmental strategy of the Timiș County presupposes the realization of some objectives: Breed the life standard, the creation of new labor places, the protection and the preservation of green zones, the regeneration of environment quality, rural space strengthens in company with the promotion of a sustainable agricultures, tourism activities development through the entire tourist potential capitalization, the services sector development, etc [3].

A good part from the suggested targets has a strong relation with agrotourism.

The developmental stage of this to the current hour in the Timiș County is quite reduced, despite the material base and the tourist available potential. As receivers zones we can enumerate: Poiana Ruscă Mountains, Băile Calacea resort, Satchinez area, Surduc Lake, Recaș area. Unfortunately, the number of accommodation structures, certified of to authorities, is very little. The promotion of these structures on internet is also not satisfying. Abaft with 6 years, in some publications of specialty, Timiș County doesn’t appear as receiver area in the agrotourism sector [1, 2].

The advantages of which Timiș County disposes: position in boundary sector so the foreign tourists are relative close by the tourist zones, a proper road infrastructure, diversified tourist potential, living standard of the population across the average on country. All these can influence agrotourism creating a beautiful perspective for sustainable development of this and which, relative easy, can be carried out. The touring of week-end, encouraged by the little distances among towns and the tourist receiver zones is one of the promoting levers for agrotourism [3].

The conclusions are easy to be draw. A legislative framework to favor the investments from agrotourism area in company with the promotion on all possible ways and in an efficient manner of tourist existing potential, shall have favorable implications don’t except for tourism in particular quotients for the sustainable development in general. The perspectives are large open for this type of tourism given being and the existing of European funds which can be approached for investments.
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